Quantum communications offer secure and fast information exchange between distant parties. To realize these links requires the building of quantum networks that incorporate stationary quantum nodes separated by large distances and photons (information carriers), which establish entanglement between the nodes 1 (see Figure 1 ). Because such networks suffer unavoidable photon losses, enabling robust quantum communication over lossy transmission channels requires quantum memories with long coherence times to reliably store the incident photon states at any given node on the network. 2 Hence, a quantum node should have the ability to coherently absorb/emit and store the information encoded in the photon state onto a memory element that has very long coherence times. Further, to maximize the entanglement among the nodes, each node should have additional processing qubits for entanglement purification (extracting perfect entangled states from imperfect ones) 3 or to perform quantum error correction.
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Over the last two decades, substantial research has gone into finding a system that meets all the requirements for a functional quantum node. Some systems offered high absorption rates for single photons, while others offered long storage times and highfidelity processing of single photons with very low absorption rates. Developers have therefore concluded that a hybrid quantum system, composed of different physical components with complementary functionalities, is the ideal candidate for quantum information processing. 4 An example of a quantum hybrid (spin) system is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect center in diamond (a point defect in the diamond lattice), which comprises electron and nuclear spins. The NV electron spin enables interaction with photons, 5
Figure 1. Schematic of a quantum network that shows photons connecting remote quantum nodes (diamonds). The absorption of photons from an entangled photon source (EPR) establishes entanglement between the quantum nodes. The highlighted section (left) shows a photon being coherently absorbed and stored in the single nuclear spin of a diamond.
high-fidelity control, [6] [7] [8] and readout, 9 but its surrounding nuclear spins are well isolated from their environment, and thus yield very long coherence times. As a result, nuclear spins make natural candidates for information storage and electron spins enable a spin-photon interface. In addition, electron and nuclear spins form a multi-qubit quantum register, which enables quantum information processing. 8 Entanglement of distant electron spins (separated by 1.5km) 10 via photons has already shown promise in investigations of the use of diamonds as efficient quantum nodes in a quantum network. Therefore, we sought to demonstrate faithful transfer and storage of photons in these nodes.
We used a hyperfine coupled electron and 14 N nuclear spin of a single NV center in diamond as the basis for our study. To achieve storage of a photon in a single nuclear spin required three steps. First, we undertook Bell state preparation of the electron-nuclear spin system. Next, we carried out optical transfer, and finally we measured the electronic spin state (heralding). We started with the NV center spin system prepared in an initial Bell state j‰ C i D .jC1i e j 1i n C j 1i e jC1i n /. A photon in
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.j C i C e i j i/ and in resonance with an electronic optical transition, A 1 , was absorbed by the NV center. After absorption of a photon, the nuclear spin was projected onto the state j i n D 1 p 2
.jC1i n e i j 1i n /, which held the phase information of the photon. 11 The excited electron decayed back to the three ground states j˙1 e i and j0i e by emitting a photon, and it was possible to herald the transfer by detecting this photon. This method suffers, however, from a low photon collection efficiency of 2%. As an alternative approach, we can detect the electronic spin state in j0i e through a high-fidelity single-shot readout technique, 9 which also heralds the transfer process.
For experimental demonstration of a storage scheme we used a [111]-orientation NV center and zero net magnetic field to ensure degeneracy among the ground states of the electron spins that were involved in the optical excitation. At low temperatures, the system has well-resolved optical transitions and it enabled resonant excitation of the electron spin. Microwave and radio frequency pulses controlled the electron and nuclear spins, and we used a short (12ns) laser pulse to excite the electron spin. We inferred the phase that is stored on the nuclear spin state by measuring the amplitude of the electron spin Rabi oscillation conditioned on the nuclear spin state. In doing so, we obtained the population of the nuclear spin state and hence the phase . 11 Repeating the experiment with varying ; we read out the coherent phase between the photon polarization states via the nuclear spin state with an average fidelity of 98% (see Figure 2) . To function as a node in a quantum network, the nuclear spin needs to have a long coherence time. The coherence of the nuclear spin dephases on a time scale of T 2n D 0:31˙0:05s for the electron spin in m s D 0, and on a time scale of T 2n D 12:0˙1:9ms for the electron spin in m s D˙1. This dephasing arises from the noise generated by the surrounding 13 C nuclear spin bath. Furthermore, by applying a Hahn echo (spin refocusing) sequence, we can extend the nuclear spin coherence time to T 2n > 10s.
In summary, we have shown that it is possible to achieve the absorption and heralded storage of a photon (polarization state) in a nuclear spin with high fidelity by using a combination of spin-spin, spin-photon Bell state measurements, and single-shot readout of electronic spin states. These results mark a further step toward realizing an absorption-based quantum repeater network that uses solid-state spins in diamond as quantum nodes. We may in future extend our studies to generate entanglement among the outgoing (emitted) photons 12 by repetitively entangling the electron with the emitted photon and transferring it to the nuclear spin. With this ability, the solidstate spins in diamond could themselves represent standalone components in a quantum repeater network without the need for additional entangled photon pair sources.
